Converging results suggest that perception is controlled by rhythmic processes in the brain. In the auditory domain, neuroimaging studies show that the perception of sounds is shaped by rhythmic activity prior to the stimulus, and electrophysiological recordings have linked delta and theta band activity to the functioning of individual neurons. These results have promoted theories of rhythmic modes of listening and generally suggest that the perceptually relevant encoding of acoustic information is structured by rhythmic processes along auditory pathways. A prediction from this perspective-which so far has not been tested-is that such rhythmic processes also shape how acoustic information is combined over time to judge extended soundscapes. The present study was designed to directly test this prediction. Human participants judged the overall change in perceived frequency content in temporally extended (1.2-1.8 s) soundscapes, while the perceptual use of the available sensory evidence was quantified using psychophysical reverse correlation. Model-based analysis of individual participant's perceptual weights revealed a rich temporal structure, including linear trends, a U-shaped profile tied to the overall stimulus duration, and importantly, rhythmic components at the time scale of 1-2 Hz. The collective evidence found here across four versions of the experiment supports the notion that rhythmic processes operating on the delta time scale structure how perception samples temporally extended acoustic scenes.
INTRODUCTION
Perception seems to be systematically controlled by rhythmic processes in the brain (VanRullen, 2016; Haegens and Zion Golumbic, 2018; Helfrich, 2018) . These rhythmic processes may for example reflect the excitability sensory neurons (Lakatos et al., 2005; Romei et al., 2008; Kayser et al., 2015) , the selection of specific features for a behavioral response (Wyart et al., 2012; Wostmann et al., 2016) , or the attentional modulation of perception (Busch et al., 2009; Busch and VanRullen, 2010) . The perceptually-relevant rhythmic brain activity not only manifests in systematic relations between brain and behavior, such as better perceptual detection rates following a specific pattern of brain activity (Ng et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2014; Iemi and Busch, 2018) , but can also reflect directly in behavioral data: for example, reaction times or perceptual accuracies in visual detection tasks are modulated at time scales of theta (∼4 Hz) and alpha (∼8 Hz) band activity (Fiebelkorn et al., 2011; VanRullen and Dubois, 2011; Landau and Fries, 2012; Song et al., 2014) . In the case of hearing, neuroimaging studies have similarly shown that pre-stimulus delta (∼1 Hz) and theta activity (∼4 Hz) determine whether a sound is detected or influence how it is perceived (Ng et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2014 Henry et al., , 2016 Strauss et al., 2015; ten Oever and Sack, 2015; Kayser et al., 2016) . As in vision, the influence of rhythmic activity manifests also in behavioral data (Barnes and Jones, 2000; Hickok et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2017) . In general, the apparent influence of rhythmic neural activity on behavior has been linked to rhythmic modes of perception, which facilitate the amplification of specific, e.g., expected, stimuli and mediate the alignment of endogenous neural activity to the regularities of structured sounds such as speech (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012) . Indeed, the time scales of human perceptual sensitivity and the time scales at which rhythmic auditory activity shapes perception seem to be well matched (Edwards and Chang, 2013; Keitel et al., 2018) .
While it remains unclear whether truly spontaneous brain activity affects auditory perception (VanRullen et al., 2014; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2017) , it is clear that once the auditory system is driven by sounds rhythmic activity becomes engaged and shapes perception (Henry et al., 2014; VanRullen, 2015, 2017; Lakatos et al., 2016; Haegens and Zion Golumbic, 2018) . Still, many studies linking neural activity and auditory percepts have relied on brief acoustic targets, such as tones (Ng et al., 2012; Kayser et al., 2016; McNair et al., 2019) , gaps in noise (Henry and Obleser, 2012; Henry et al., 2014) , or isolated words or syllables (Strauss et al., 2015; ten Oever and Sack, 2015 ). Yet, a key prediction from models postulating a rhythmic mode of perception (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2017; Haegens and Zion Golumbic, 2018) , and from models linking cortical delta activity with sensory gain (Kayser et al., 2015; Iemi and Busch, 2018) , is that this rhythmic activity should also shape how sensory information is integrated over time: the perceptual weighting of temporally dispersed acoustic information should be modulated at precisely those time scales at which neural activity has been shown to shape the detection or perception of brief and isolated sounds. Note that this precise hypothesis is distinct from the roles of rhythmic activity highlighted by work on the relevance of the pseudo-rhythmic structure of speech for comprehension (Rosen, 1992; Ghitza and Greenberg, 2009; , by studies using rhythmic electric brain stimulation to enhance speech comprehension (Zoefel and Davis, 2017; Wilsch et al., 2018) , or studies showing that various aspects of acoustic and linguistic information are represented in (pseudo-) rhythmic brain activity (Di Liberto et al., 2015; Daube et al., 2019; Yi et al., 2019) .
We here tested this prediction directly at the level of behavior (Kayser, 2019) . That is, we asked whether the perceptual use of acoustic information available in a continuous and extended (1 s or longer) stimulus is structured rhythmically at the delta/theta band time scale. To this end, we employed an acoustic variant of the frequently used visual random dot motion stimulus (Mulder et al., 2013) . In our study, participants judged the overall direction of change in the perceived frequency content of soundscapes composed of a dense sequence of random tones, a specific fraction of which systematically in-or de-creased in pitch ( Figure 1A) . The level of sensory evidence available in each trial about the direction of frequency change was sampled independently in epochs of between 90 ms to 180 ms (in different versions of the task) allowing us to quantify the influence of the moment by moment varying acoustic evidence on participant's judgments ( Figure 1B) . Across four versions of this experiment, we found consistent evidence that the perceptual sampling of temporally extended sounds is structured by processes operating at the time scale of around 1-2 Hz.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We report the data obtained from a total of 79 volunteers (age: 19-28 years, 67% female). The data was collected following written informed consent and briefing about the purpose of the study. Participants received either monetary compensation or course credits. All had self-reported normal hearing. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics committee of Bielefeld University. The required sample size per experiment was set a priori to at least n = 20 based on recommendations for behavioral studies (Simmons et al., 2011) . For two of the experiments, an number of 23 was collected as data collection proceeded partly in parallel. Seven participants that had participant in Experiment 1 also participated in Experiment 3. Additional data from 18 participants were collected but not analyzed, as the data did not comprise sufficiently many trials (see data exclusion below).
Acoustic Stimuli
Stimuli were presented via headphones (Sennheiser HD200 Pro) at an average intensity of 65 dB root mean square level (calibrated using a Model 2250 sound level meter; Bruel & Kjaer, Denmark) while participants were seated in an acoustically shielded room. Stimulus presentation was controlled from Matlab (Mathworks) using routines from the Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997) .
The acoustic stimuli (''soundscapes'') consisted of 30 simultaneous sequences of pure tones (each tone had 30 ms duration, 6 ms on/off cosine ramps; zero inter-tone interval except the cosine ramp) that either increased or decreased in frequency and each sequence lasted four tones (see Figure 1A for a spectro-temporal representation). The initial frequency of each sequence was drawn independently (uniform between 128 Hz and 16,384 Hz), and each sequence in/decreased in steps of 20 cents. To construct a specific soundscape, each tone sequence started at a random position within the four-tone sequence, so that the start time of each sequence was independent of that of all others (hence all sequences had the same ''life-time,'' but started at a random ''age''). Also, the precise onset times of individual tones were jittered between sequences by (uniformly) up to 30 ms, to ensure that individual tones did not all present at the same time. Once a sequence reached the 4th tone, it was replaced by a new sequence starting at a random frequency. The impression of an overall in-or decrease in frequency over time was manipulated by changing the fraction of sequences that inor de-creased. This fraction was coded as between 0 and 1, with 0.5 indicating half the sequences as in-and the other half as decreasing, and 1 indicating that all sequences increased. Each FIGURE 1 | Acoustic stimuli and analysis. (A) Stimuli consisted of "soundscapes" consisting of 30 four-tone sequences either in-or de-creasing in frequency (example sequences are marked by black dots). The fraction of sequences moving in the same direction changed randomly across trials and between "epochs" of a specific duration, which varied between experiments (see Table 1 ). (B) Each trial was characterized by the level of motion evidence for the soundscape to in-or de-crease, with the evidence being independent between epochs (periods of constant evidence) and trials, and varying around a participant-specific threshold. The black line presents the evidence for the soundscape shown in panel (A), the gray lines the evidence for other trials, all with (on average) increasing frequency. An evidence of 1 correspond to a fully coherent soundscape, evidence of 0 to a completely random soundscape (15 tone sequences increasing, 15 decreasing). (C) The trial-averaged single participant perceptual weights (average sensory evidence for trials where participants responded with "up" or "down," combined after correcting the sign of down responses) were analyzed using regression models. These models distinguished trivial temporal structure arising from linear trends or U/V shaped profiles locked to stimulus duration (blue) from rhythmic structure at faster time scales (red). The black graph displays the perceptual weight of one example participant together with the best-fitting trivial and rhythmic contributions. (D) Acoustic properties of these soundscapes, shown here for Experiment 3. Upper panel: frequency spectrum revealing an approximate 1/f structure. Middle and lower panels: temporal modulation spectra, derived as the frequency spectrum of band-limited envelopes at different frequencies (color-coded). The middle panel reveals a peak at 33 Hz, the duration of individual tones. The right panel shows the lack of specific modulation peaks at the behaviorally relevant range between 1 Hz and 5 Hz, as well as a lack of difference between soundscapes with in-and de-creasing frequency content. All spectra are averaged across all trials and participants (n = 20; Experiment 3).
trial was characterized by the intended direction of change (inor decrease) and the respective level of ''motion evidence'' at which this direction was expressed. Here motion evidence is defined as the deviation from ambiguous evidence (that is, 0.5). The relative motion evidence ranges from 0 (random) to 1 (fully coherent) and was used to characterize the task difficulty, and to quantify participant's perceptual thresholds (see Figure 1B for example traces).
To quantify the perceptual use of the acoustic information at different time points by individual participants, this motion evidence was manipulated 2-folds. First, for each participant, we determined (in an initial block) the participant specific perceptual threshold of motion evidence required to achieve around 80% correct performance (García-Pérez, 1998) . To this end, participants performed the task based on trials with the task difficulty being determined following three interleaved 1-up 2-down staircases, each starting at a different level of difficulty (range 0.15-0.8), and using multiplicative reduction of step sizes. The threshold for each staircase was obtained from an average of six reversals, excluding the initial four reversals. The participant's threshold was then derived as the mean of the three individual thresholds.
Second, we manipulated the motion evidence between trials, and over time within a trial, around this subject-specific threshold. To this end, we sub-divided each soundscape into ''epochs'' and randomly and independently sampled the motion evidence from a Gaussian distribution around the participantspecific threshold (SD of 0.15 or 0.25, depending on the experiment). The duration of these epochs varied between experiments from 90 ms to 180 ms (see Figure 1B for examples; see Table 1 ). Practically, for a given trial, it was first determined whether the soundscape should in-or decrease. Then, the epoch-specific levels of motion evidence were drawn and then the sequences of individual tones were generated as described above. Thereby, the direction of sweep of each tone sequence could change at the start of a new epoch, where the directions of change of all sequences were re-drawn randomly to meet the momentary level of motion evidence. The total duration of each soundscape varied between 1,200 ms and 1,800 ms ( Table 1) . Each experiment consisted of 800 trials per participant. Inter-trials intervals lasted 800 ms to 1,200 ms (uniformly). For technical reasons, in some of the earlier Experiments (1 and 2) it had not been enforced that participants could respond only after the end of the soundscape, leading to premature responses. We hence imposed a minimal number of 750 valid trials for a participant to be included and we excluded data from 18 participants for Experiments 1 and 2 for this technical reason. Based on this criterion, we analyzed the data of n = 23 participants for Experiments 1 and 2, and n = 20 each for Experiments 3 and 4 (Table 1), whereby seven participants performed by Experiments 1 and 3.
Statistical Properties of the Acoustic Stimuli
Given the possibility that temporal structure of the acoustic envelope may shape the perceptual sampling of these soundscapes, we computed the temporal modulation spectrum in different frequency bands. To this end, we first computed the band-limited Hilbert envelope of each soundscape in 10 logarithmically spaced bands between 100 Hz and 12 kHz (3rd order Butterworth filter; Chandrasekaran and Ghazanfar, 2009) . We then computed the average temporal modulation (frequency-) spectrum for each band across soundscapes and participants, separately for trials with in-or de-creasing frequency content ( Figure 1D ).
Response Templates
In the domain of motion evidence, each trial consists of a sequence of statistically independent samples of evidence for the direction of change in the soundscape. Hence, in this domain one can use the epoch by epoch evidence in a psychophysical reverse correlation procedure (Marmarelis, 1978; Eckstein and Ahumada, 2002) . To compute perceptual weights (also known as response templates), trials were split according to direction of change and participants' responses. Then response-specific averages of the motion evidence were computed and were converted to units of z-scores within each participant using bootstrapping: the actual weights were standardized relative to the distribution of 4,000 sets of surrogate weights (Neri and Heeger, 2002; Chauvin et al., 2005) . These weights indicate how strongly the acoustic evidence at each moment influences the perceptual judgments, with zero indicating no influence and positive values indicating that the in-(de)creases in the stimulus were rated as in-(de)creasing by the participant (see Figure 2A) . To visualize the spectral composition of these templates we computed their power spectrum after standardizing the overall signal power ( Figure 2B ). It should be noted that this calculation makes the assumption that the perceptual weight, and any temporal structure therein, is consistent across trials within a participant, as the reverse correlation tries to assign a fixed (relatively high or low) weight to each epoch. Please note that due to the different duration of the epochs across experiments, the range of frequencies at which rhythmic patterns in behavioral can be recovered vary (2.75, 5.5, 4.15, and 4.15 Hz, respectively).
Analysis of Rhythmic Components in Response Templates
The main goal of the analysis was to determine whether the participant-specific weights were characterized by a significant rhythmic component (see Figure 1C for example weights). To this end an analysis was implemented that first selectively extracted non-rhythmic structure, such as: (i) the overall offset; (ii) a linear in-or de-crease over time; and (iii) a U/V shaped profile time-locked to the stimulus duration (modeled as cos(2 * pi * t * F exp ), with F exp = 1/stimulus duration). For each participant's perceptual template, we computed regression TABLE 1 | Parameters and results for each experiment, including the duration of sound scape and the "epochs" over which the sensory evidence changed randomly, the number of epochs (sampling frequency) over which the perceptual weights were determined (Df), the number of participants (N), the best frequency determined by each model criterion (Fpeak) and the relative model criterion vs. the best trivial model. models comprising a collection of the non-rhythmic patterns (only i, i+ii, and i+ii+iii) and selected from these best fitting model based on the group-level AICc (see below). We then extended this ''trivial'' model by a rhythmic contribution modeled at frequencies varying between 1 Hz and 5 Hz, comprising both sine-and cosine components of the same frequency. The results were derived and are shown over a fixed frequency range, but the actually recoverable time scales differ between experiments, as the epoch duration, and hence the effective sampling rate of the perceptual weights differed. The interpretable range is indicated for each experiment in Figure 2 . Formal model-comparison was then used to determine, at the group-level, whether there was evidence for the rhythmic model to better explain the data than the trivial model (Burnham and Anderson, 2004; Gelman et al., 2014; Palminteri et al., 2017) . That is, we tested whether the addition of a rhythmic component, e.g., at the delta band time scale, helped to explain more variance in the perceptual weights than models not featuring this rhythmic component. The comparison was based on the log-likelihoods computed for each participant's data and regression model. It is important to note that the inclusion of both sine and cosine components in the rhythmic model allowed for each participant to have a potentially different phase-alignment to the stimulus (see Figure 2E for the resulting best rhythmic components per participant).
Two recommended approaches for model comparison were used to compare the evidence in favor of each model, taking into account that the rhythmic model has additional degrees of freedom and may trivially explain the data better than the non-rhythmic model (Burnham and Anderson, 2004; Gelman et al., 2014 ; these additional degrees of freedom arise from the sine and cosine components). First, regression models were fit using a Monte-Carlo approach to compute the Watanabe-Akaike information criterion (WAIC), which captures the out-of-sample predictive power when penalizing each model (Gelman et al., 2014) . This calculation was implemented using the Bayesian regression package for Matlab (Makalic and Schmidt, 2016) , using 10,000 samples, 10,000 burn-in samples and a thinning factor of 5. Second, regression models were compared using a cross-validated version of the corrected Akaike criterion (cv-AICc; Hurvich and Tsai, 1991) . Response templates were fit using half the data and the log-likelihood of each model was computed on the other half; the AICc was then averaged over 10 independent two-fold CV runs. Group-level comparison was performed by computing the group-level WAIC and cv-AICc, and by computing the exceedance probabilities of each model based on −0.5 * cv-AICc [implemented using VBA toolbox in Matlab (Rigoux et al., 2014) ].
To determine whether the selection of a specific frequencydependent model over the trivial model was indeed specific to the behavioral data, and was not induced by any other factor in the analysis such as the temporal binning (see e.g., Vorberg and Schwarz, 1987) for pitfalls involved in testing reaction times for rhythmic patterns), we repeated the model comparison using randomized data (Zoefel et al., 2019) . We randomly paired stimuli and responses and computed the probability of selecting the rhythmic model (at the group-level frequency determined using the original data) over the trivial model across 2000 instances of randomized data based on the cv-AICc.
The specific approach of contrasting the predictive power of different regression models, rather than e.g., testing the significance of specific regression parameters (here, of the sine and cosine terms of the rhythmic component), was chosen for a number of reasons. First, the use of cross-validation and Monte-Carlo methods allows capturing the out-of-sample predictive power of each model, while the obtained regression coefficients reflect only with specific-sample effect (Burnham and Anderson, 2004; Gelman et al., 2014) . Second, a test on the regression parameters would need to consider the magnitude of the combined sine/cosine component, as the phase could differ between participants. This would require a somewhat problematic one-sided test on strictly positive values; and third, quantifying the predictive power of individual models allows a direct side by side comparison of the contribution of different rhythmic time scales to behavior, over and above the predictive power offered by a model without such a rhythmic component (that is, the respective AIC differences in Figure 2C ).
RESULTS
Participants judged the perceived direction of frequency change in soundscapes constructed based on randomly varying task-relevant evidence. Across four variants of the experiment, the stimulus duration ranged from 1,200 to 1,800 ms, while the time scale at which perceptual weights were sampled varied between 5.5 Hz and 11 Hz ( Table 1) . These time scales were chosen a priori to allow capturing potential rhythmicity at time scales between 1 Hz and 10 Hz, as deemed relevant by a large body of neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies, and the combinations of soundscape and epoch duration were chosen to reflect of combinations of time scales. The frequency spectrum of these soundscapes followed largely a 1/f structure ( Figure 1D) while the temporal modulation spectra of band-limited envelopes revealed no specific spectral peaks in the low-frequency range of interest, and no clear differences between directions of frequency change, that could have been exploited for behavior (1-5 Hz; Figure 1D ). Figure 2A displays the group-averaged perceptual weights for each experiment. The weights were significant for all time points (based on the 5% percentile of a bootstrap distribution). This is in line with the task difficulty being set to be around each participant's perceptual threshold and indicates that participants in large used the evidence from all time points to solve the task. For each dataset, the group-level weights exhibited a rich structure, comprising linear trends and a U/V shaped profile tied to the duration of each soundscape. To determine the contribution of such ''trivial,'' i.e., non-rhythmic, contributions we fit three candidate models to each participant's data. Grouplevel model comparison revealed that the model featuring all three trivial factors (offset, slope, U/V profile) better explained the data than a reduced model: the group-level ∆AICc of the full vs. the reduced model were 211.2, 4.6, 93.3, 117.2 for Experiments 1-4, respectively, and the group-level exceedance probabilities of the full model were p ex = 0.76, 0.49, 0.99, and 0.94. Only for Experiment 2 there was no clear evidence for any of the models to explain the data better than the others.
We then used the best trivial model (determined at the group-level, separately for each experiment) to quantify the extent to which the addition of a rhythmic contribution helped to better explain the perceptual weights. The prominence of temporal structure at the time scale between 1 Hz and 3 Hz is also highlighted by the frequency spectra in Figure 2B . Formal model comparison between the best trivial model and the frequency dependent models revealed that the addition of a rhythmic component between 1.2 Hz and 2 Hz significantly improved the model fit, even when taking into account the increased degrees of freedom ( Figure 2C) . The time scales best explaining the perceptual data were 1.6 Hz, 1.3 Hz, 2 Hz and 1.2 Hz based on the cv-AICc for the four experiments, respectively ( Table 1) . When using the WAIC, we found the same frequencies, except for Experiment 4 (here WAIC identified 2 Hz as best frequency). Both the cv-AICc and the WAIC model criteria identified the rhythmic model (defined at the group-level AICc-based best frequency) as significantly better than the trivial model for each dataset: the ∆cv-AICc values of best rhythmic over the trivial model were 183, 32, 121, 13, respectively, the ∆WAIC values were 186, 71, 135, and 46 [with values >30 usually considered as very strong evidence in favor of one model (Burnham and Anderson, 2004) ]. To further substantiate this result, we obtained group-level exceedance probabilities of the best rhythmic model in comparison to the trivial model: for three out of four experiments these clearly favored the rhythmic model: p ex = 1, 0.97, 1, 0.62 for Experiments 1-4 ( Figure 2C) .
Given that this apparent rhythmic structure may also emerge simply as byproduct of sub-sampling the behavioral sensitivity at a fixed time scale, we repeated the model fitting after shuffling behavioral responses across trials (Zoefel et al., 2019) . We computed the probability that the model incorporating the best group-level frequency derived from the original data better explained the data than the trivial model in the shuffled data (based on the cv-AICc): these probabilities were small and revealed the actual effects as (close-to) significant: p = 0.08, 0.076, 0.040, and 0.068 for Experiments 1-4, respectively.
To visualize the best models, Figure 2D displays the model parameters for the best-fitting rhythmic model, while Figure 2E displays the rhythmic component for each individual participant. In particular, for Experiment 3 the data reveal a clear alignment of perceptual weights across participants.
Closer inspection of Figure 2C shows that the WAIC reveals two local minima for several of the experiments: besides the overall best model at frequencies between 1.2 Hz and 2 Hz, also rhythmic components at frequencies between 2 Hz and 4 Hz better explain the actual data than the trivial model. The precise frequency of this second component varied between experiments (Experiment 1: 2.4 Hz, ∆WAIC = 123 vs. trivial model; Experiment 2: 2.8 Hz ∆WAIC = 43; Experiment 3: 3.4 Hz ∆WAIC = 36; Experiment 4: 3.8 Hz ∆WAIC = 24). This observation suggests that effectively multiple rhythmic components may underlie auditory perception.
DISCUSSION
We investigated whether the relation between the sensory evidence contained in temporally extended soundscapes and participant's judgments is governed by rhythmic components, as predicted by theories of rhythmic modes of listening, as well as studies linking delta/theta band neural activity with perception. The four experiments differed in the overall stimulus duration ( Table 1 ; 1,200 ms to 1,800 ms) and the time scale at which perceptual weights were sampled (5.5-11 Hz). Despite these variations in the experimental paradigm, we found converging evidence that the perceptual sensitivity profiles contain relevant rhythmic structure at the time scales between 1.2 Hz and 2 Hz. That the rhythmic models indeed better explain the perceptual use of acoustic information than a trivial model only containing linear and U/V shaped trends is supported by the use of two criteria for formal model comparison and the comparison of the original and shuffled data. Importantly, the soundscapes used in the experiment did not exhibit obvious spectral structure at these behaviorally relevant times scales (see Figure 1D) .
The perceptual weights featured pronounced non-rhythmic temporal structure, such as linear trends (e.g., Experiment 3, Figure 2A ) or a U-shaped profile emphasizing early and late stimulus components (e.g., Experiment 4). Such stimulus-locked temporal sensitivity is frequently observed in perceptual decision-making paradigms and in part may reflect the participant-specific strategies for analyzing the sensory environment, temporal leakage in decision processes, or the urgency to respond Waskom et al., 2018) . Importantly, our results show that this sensitivity profile is augmented by a more rapidly changing temporal structure that emerges at precisely those time scales deemed relevant for auditory perceptual sensitivity by neuroimaging studies. Consistently across the four experiments, the best rhythmic models featured a perceptual sensitivity that was modulated with a frequency between 1.2 Hz and 2 Hz.
Previous work has shown that auditory cortical delta band activity is tied to changes in the network state related to an overall rhythmic fluctuation in neural background activity, visible both in spontaneous and acoustically driven states (Lakatos et al., 2005; Kayser et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2017) . In particular strong engagement of auditory delta band activity has been implied in acoustic filtering of attended information and the task-relevant engagement of auditory networks (Lakatos et al., 2013 (Lakatos et al., , 2016 O'Connell et al., 2014) and plays a central role in theories of rhythmic modes of listening (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2017; Haegens and Zion Golumbic, 2018) . While electrophysiological studies reporting behaviorallyrelevant rhythmic patterns of brain activity often identified frequencies in the theta band as important (Henry and Obleser, 2012; Ng et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2014; Kayser et al., 2016) some of these have identified multiple mechanisms operating at different time scales, including the delta band between 1 Hz and 2 Hz (Henry et al., 2014 (Henry et al., , 2016 McNair et al., 2019) . Our results corroborate the behavioral relevance of neural mechanisms operating in the delta band for auditory perception and provide evidence for the potential existence of distinct and possibly multiplexed rhythmic mechanisms. One potential interpretation of the results is that a specific listening mode is triggered by the onset of the soundscape and engages rhythmic processes that are phase-aligned across trials, but possibly engage distinct optimal phases across individuals (Henry et al., 2014; Haegens and Zion Golumbic, 2018) . A related question, which only future studies can address, is whether the relative importance of rhythmic processes is stronger shortly following the onset of each soundscape, or is equally important throughout the entire soundscape.
An intriguing question is whether the precise time scale of sensory sampling is fixed, at least within a participant, or whether it adapts to the momentary statistics of the relevant sounds. Across the four experiments, we found a considerable variation in the best sampling frequency for each individual participant (see Figure 2C) , and in the resulting group-level frequencies (1.6 Hz, 1.3 Hz, 2 Hz and 1.2 Hz, respectively, based on the cv-AICc), suggesting that these can vary across a considerable range. Is it possible that the sampling frequency is shaped by the experimental context, such as the duration of the soundscapes within each experiment? Only a systematic, and withinparticipant, manipulation of this duration can address this. In the present data, the ratio of sound duration to sampling time scales ranged from 2.04 to 2.8. This could be taken as evidence against a fixed alignment of sampling frequency to stimulus duration, and rather speaks in favor of more idiosyncratic mechanisms. A related question is whether the contribution of different time scales to rhythmic perceptual sampling is shaped by the overall spectral or temporal modulation statistics of the stimulus (see Figure 1D ). Again, a systematic manipulation of such sound properties is required to address whether e.g., the reduced weight of higher sampling frequencies is related to the reduced temporal modulation energy at these frequencies. It seems unlikely, but cannot be fully excluded, that perceptual sampling actually operates at a fast time scale than the epoch-based manipulation of sensory evidence, and simply is seen between 1 Hz and 2 Hz as a result of aliasing (the perceptual weights were effectively sampled at frequencies between 2.75 Hz and 5.5 Hz, depending on the experiment). Hence, any behavioral sampling occurring in the alpha band (about 8-12 Hz), such as known from visual or auditory spatial attention, may effectively be seen at lower frequencies in the present data (Landau and Fries, 2012; VanRullen and Macdonald, 2012; Wostmann et al., 2016) .
Still, there are a few caveats to note. First, while the converging evidence across the four experiments is convincing, for each individual experiment the statistical likelihood of the rhythmic model to better explain the data than the trivial model in comparison to randomized data was only marginally significant. One possibility is that the estimated perceptual weights are noisy and more trials per participant would be required to obtain fully reliable estimates. Second, it could be that the preferred perceptual sampling frequency differs across participants, precluding a reliable estimate of a common group-level model. Indeed, the single-participant data reveal a considerable variability in their best-frequency (see Figure 2C ). However, without the assumption of a fixed grouplevel frequency, it becomes difficult to determine whether a frequency dependent model fits the data significantly better than a null model. Third, and along similar lines, the present analysis makes the assumption that the time course of these weights is consistent across trials. Such a consistency may not be warranted, but rather the trial-specific sampling may be aligned to trial-to-trial variable neural processes (Ng et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2014) . Only the inclusion of neuroimaging in future studies can dissociate these possibilities. Fourth, the presented analysis implicitly assumes that the participants made use of the full available acoustic information and used all tone sequences equally for their judgments. The perceptual reverse correlation procedure was implemented in the domain of the overall motion-evidence, based on which the different tone sequences were randomly assembled. Performing a reverse correlation in the full time-frequency domain would likely require much higher trial numbers as the degrees of freedom for the perceptual weights would increase considerably. As a result, participant specific biases towards particularly low or high sound frequencies may have reduced the power of the present analysis. Considering the degrees of freedom of the analysis, that is the number of effective weights per perceptual template, Table 1 reveals that the two experiments with the lowest number of free parameters were those yielding the larges evidence in favor of a rhythmic model, regardless of the total duration of the soundscape. This observation fits with the possibility that when sampling perceptual weights at finer temporal resolution or over additional dimensions, such as sound frequency, more trials would be required to obtain reliable estimates.
Also, the present results leave it unclear whether the rhythmic process(es) operate at the level of sensory encoding or decision making. When combined with fixed-duration stimuli, psychophysical reverse correlation cannot dissociate sensory from decision processes . While electrophysiological studies have directly demonstrated the relevance of auditory cortical delta band activity for neural sound encoding (O'Connell et al., 2014; Kayser et al., 2015) and perception (Lakatos et al., 2016) , neuroimaging studies have shown that rhythmic brain activity may affect both the encoding of sensory information at shorter latencies and decision processes emerging later in frontal regions (Kayser et al., 2016; McNair et al., 2019) . Work on visual decision making has also demonstrated the relevance of delta band activity for the accumulation of sensory evidence over time (Wyart et al., 2012) . Hence it could be that the rhythmic patterns revealed here either reflect a change in the quality of the encoding of sensory evidence at each moment in time, which then results in a differential contribution to the participant's judgment, or a direct change in the weight assigned during the accumulation of evidence for choice (Wyart et al., 2012; Drugowitsch et al., 2016) . More work is required to better understand the interplay of rhythmic processes related to sensory encoding and of those related to the actual decision process.
To conclude, theories of rhythmic modes of listening, and neurophysiological data linking network activity to single neuron encoding, predict that rhythmic activity shapes how acoustic information is combined over time to judge extended soundscapes. The present study proposes one approach to test this and provides converging evidence in support of this prediction. Future work can capitalize on this approach to directly link electrophysiological signatures of rhythmic activity to the perceptual combination of acoustic information over time.
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